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1 Background 

1.1 Class 33 

The British Rail Class 33 also known as the BRCW Type 3 or Crompton is a class of 
Bo-Bo diesel-electric locomotives ordered in 1957 and built for the Southern Region 
of British Railways between 1960 and 1962. A total of 98 Class 33s were built by the 
Birmingham Railway Carriage and Wagon Company (BRCW) and were known as 
"Cromptons" after the Crompton Parkinson electrical equipment installed in them. 
Like their lower-powered BRCW sisters (BR Classes 26 and 27), their bodywork and 
cab ends were of all steel construction. 
 
They began service on the South-Eastern Division of the Southern Region but rapidly 
spread across the whole Region and many were used much further a field such as to 
Uddingston (South Lanarkshire), though the train only worked as far as York. 
 
They were built with the ability to supply only the then new electric train heating 
rather than the ubiquitous steam heating which passenger carriages largely used. 
Early delivery problems and a shortage of steam locomotives resulted in many Class 
24 locomotives being borrowed from the Midland Region and pairs, of 33 + 24, 
became common on Winter passenger services. This resulted in unpopular, complex 
run-round manoeuvres as Class 24 needed to be coupled inside to provide steam 
heat. Emergency provisioning of through-piping for steam heat on some examples of 
class 33 alleviated this somewhat. The Southern Region was unaccustomed to the 
operational overhead and maintenance associated with the use of class 24 and they 
rapidly became unpopular. With the advent of modern stock and warmer seasons, 
they were sent back home with the Midland as pleased to have them back as the 
Southern was to see them gone. 
 
There were three different types, later known as Class 33/0, 33/1 and 33/2. 

1.1.1 Class 33/0 'Standards' 

All 88 of the first delivery were built as standard locomotives. Later with the advent 
of TOPS these would become class 33/0 and were numbered in the range 33001-
33065. 

1.1.2 Class 33/1 'Push-Pulls' 

While third rail electrification was expanding on the Southern region, it was not then 
considered to be justified to extend beyond Bournemouth and so, in 1966, D6580 
was fitted with experimental push-pull apparatus, high-level brake pipes and jumper 
cables to make it compatible with Multiple Unit stock. Tests were carried out on the 
Oxted Line using a 6-coach rake of un-powered multiple unit coaches (designated TC, 
the T standing for Trailer). The use of this equipment removed the necessity for the 
locomotive to run around to the front of its train at each terminus, as it could be 
controlled from the driving position of a TC unit and hence could propel its train from 
the rear. 
 
In 1968, following successful completion of trials, D6580 and eighteen other 
members of the class entered Eastleigh works to be fitted with a modified version of 
the push-pull apparatus - fully compatible with Class 73 and Class 74 Electro-Diesels 
and indeed any Electro-Pneumatically controlled (EP) Multiple Unit stock. They 
emerged painted in the new BR corporate blue with full yellow ends. 
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With the advent of TOPS, Class 34 had been reserved for these modified locomotives 
but it was not used and they were grouped, instead, into class 33/1 being numbered 
in the range 33101–33119. 
 

1.1.3 Class 33/2 'Slim Jims' 

The second batch of 12 locomotives was built with narrow bodies to allow them to 
work specific lines in Kent. The "Hastings" profile, required the bodies to be reduced 
in width by 7 inches (180 mm) to avoid clipping tunnel linings on that line, leading to 
their nickname of 'Slim Jims'. 
 
British Rail used its "muscle" to force the builder to comply with the design change 
while under contract - effectively costing British Rail nothing but BRCW dearly. The 
whole body structure had to be re-designed and new construction jigs fabricated. 
Already in financial trouble, they were never likely to recoup the design costs on such 
a small production run and it is thought this hastened their demise as a builder of 
large locomotives in 1964. 
 
Most of these locomotives have now been withdrawn from active duty, though some 
of preserved members are in rail tour services with heritage spot hire rail companies 
West Coast Railway Company, whilst others remain operational on preserved heritage 
railways. 

1.2 Technical Specification 

 
TOPS Number Class 33 
Wheel Arrangement Bo-Bo 

Weight 77 tonnes 
Height 12ft 8in 

Length 50ft 9in 

Width 9ft 3in 
Bogie Wheel Base 10ft 

Bogie Pivot Centres 29ft 
Wheel Diameter 3ft 7in 

Minimum Curvature 4chains 

Engine Type Sulzer ALDA28A 
Engine Output 1,550hp (1,156kW) 

Power at Rails 1,215hp (909kW) 
Maximum Tractive Effort 45,000lb (200kN) 

Design Speed 85Mph (137km/h) 
Brake Type Dual A/V 

Braking Force 35 tonnes 

Fuel Capacity 750 gal 
Total Built 98 
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2 The Class 33 Diesel Locomotive 
The following Class 33 Locomotives are available this Add On. 

2.1 BR Green 

By the mid-1960s the BRCW Type 3s were to be found throughout the Southern 
Region operating area, as well as powering a growing number of inter-regional 
passenger and freight duties. Their fitting with electric train heating did restrict their 
full utilization during the winter months as a large number of steam heated 
passenger vehicles were still in traffic.  
 
Oil trains between Fawley refinery on Southampton Water and the west Midlands 
featured largely in the BRCW diagrams from the mid 1960s, following the transfer of 
a batch of locos from Hither Green to Eastleigh and staff training. 
 
Some of the Fawley to west Midlands oil trains, usually formed of 4our-wheeled Esso 
tanks, required double heading due to their full train weight 
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2.2 BR Blue 33/0 

The BR rail blue color scheme, including full yellow ends and upper wrap around of 
the cab side windows and door, was introduced from late 1966, with the first loco to 
emerge from Eastleigh Works being No. D6521.  
 
During the 1970s and 80s, the Class 33s became a familiar sight traversing the 
Devon Sea Wall between Exeter St Davids and Newton Abbot, powering both 
passenger and freight services. The Class were regularly used stopping services as 
well as powering empty stock movements between carriage sidings at Newton Abbot 
and Exeter for services to Waterloo. 
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2.3 BR Blue 33/1 

Major works overhauls to the Class 33 fleet were always undertaken at Eastleigh, 
after which a loaded test run was carried out. This usually involved double heading 
the Southampton to Clapham Junction empty vans, as well as double heading an 
afternoon Waterloo to Salisbury service. 
 
The versatility of the Class 33s once multi-working jumper cables were added, was 
frequently demonstrated. Some movements even involving being coupled in the 
middle of two 'TC' sets. Providing the waist height jumper cables were connected 
throughout the train, the driver would have complete control over the entire 
operation of the diesel from any cab in the formation. 
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2.4 Engineering 'Dutch' 

For many years the Class 33s were associated with powering ballast and engineering 
trains from the various Southern Region Civil Engineers sited to and from Meldon 
Quarry near Okehampton, working from such locations as Woking, Tonbridge and 
Three Bridges. 
 
'Dutch' livery examples of the Class 33 fleet could be seen working with a multitude 
of other traction due to their blue-star multiple control equipment. The livery lasted 
well into privatization, with examples seen paired with Transrail, Mainline and 
Loadhaul locomotives. 
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2.5 EWS Maroon 

A number of Class 33s were taken over by the new private operator English, Welsh & 
Scottish (EWS) Railways in 1996 following privatization of the UK rail network. The 
Class 33s were not on the long term retention list of the company and were planned 
for early retirement. However, the locos soldiered on for several years with one 
No.33030 being painted in full EWS maroon and gold livery at Wigan depot in 1998 
prior to display at Toton open day.  
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2.6 Network Southeast 

Only two Class 33s were repainted into the red, white and blue Network Southeast 
livery, at the request of then Business Director Chris Green. The livery did 
surprisingly suit the short body design. The first repaint was undertaken by Selhurst 
Level 5 Depot in May 1992 in preparation for naming Ashford 150.  
 
After introduction, the NSE-liveries Class 33s attracted a near cult follo9wing, with 
many photographers following their every move. Some of the best passenger work 
undertaken by the Class 33s were captured well, operating on the Waterloo to Exeter 
route. They didn't however capture these services as they were quickly accompanied 
by Class 50 and 47 locomotives. These additions didn't see the end of Class 33s 
working the line though, and they continued to appear on trains to the West Country 
right up to privatization. 
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2.7 Trainload Freight Grey 

The Class 33s played a major role in the movement of aggregates in the south east 
before the arrival of Type 5 locomotives. This work involved many heavy Channel 
Tunnel construction trains. A small fleet of Class 33/2s were employed to shunt the 
Dover train ferry, coming under the jurisdiction of Railfreight Distribution. The duty 
was subsequently taken over by Class 08/09s. 
 

 

2.8 General Grey 
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3 Class 33 Cab Diagram 
 

 
 

1. Engine Start Button 
2. Engine Stop Button 

3. Reverser Lever 
4. Throttle Lever 

5. Locomotive Brake Handle 

6. Train Brake Handle 
7. AWS Acknowledge Button 

8. Horn Paddle 
9. Sander Control 

10. Cab Lights Switch 
11. Instrument Lights Switch 

12. Brake Reservoir Pressure Dial 
13. Brake Cylinder Pressure Dial 

14. Brake Vacuum Pressure Dial 

15. Speedometer Dial 
16. Ammeter Dial 

17. AWS Display 
18. Windscreen Wiper Switch 
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4 Rolling Stock 

4.1 YGH - Ballast Hopper Wagon 

Featuring a large hopper with slab sides, each with 7 vertical ribs, the type had three 
discharge chutes, one to the outside of each rail and one in the centre. At each end 
of the wagon was a control platform with three large hand wheels to control each of 
the chute doors. The first batch of 50 wagons built for BR appeared in 1952. Like the 
Southern Railway examples they were built by Metro-Cammell and fitted with vacuum 
brakes, although the BR examples had GWR plate type bogies in place of the 
diamond frame type fitted to the SR ones. The fish kind of Walrus was applied to 
both builds and all were eventually given the TOPS code of YGV. 
 
In 1971 a total of 128 wagons was built at Shildon works, still to the basic Southern 
Railway design but mounted on Gloucester bogies. 100 of this batch were fitted with 
dual brakes to allow the most operational flexibility. The vacuum brakes were of the 
AFI type, which allowed faster emergency braking. 
 
 Under TOPS this particular combination of brakes was assigned the letter H, so 
these wagons were coded YGHs and given the fish name Sealion. The last 28 were 
intended for the Southern Region, where adoption of air brakes was more advanced. 
As such, they had air brakes only but with the addition of a vacuum through pipe. 
Coded YGB, this variation carried the name Seacow. 
 
Between 1972 and 1974 a further batch of 360 Sealions was built at Shildon. Finally 
in 1981 and 1982, 251 more Seacows were built, shared between Shildon and 
Ashford. This last batch presented a slightly different appearance as the hopper body 
was now primarily welded instead of riveted and the vertical ribs were formed of box 
rather than U-sections. The wagons were also mounted on more modern looking type 
Y27CS bogies. 
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5 Scenarios 

5.1 Woking Workhorse (Free Roam) 

Work the yard at Woking, or take to the Portsmouth mainline with a down stopper 
bound for the coast. 

5.2 South by Southwest (Free Roam) 

With Eastleigh overloaded with work, Fratton has agreed to harbor several Class 33s. 
Take your pick from the available fleet and work any number of duties from 
Passenger services to freight trips using the surrounding rolling stock. Be sure to set 
the junctions though as the signalmen are on strike! 

5.3 Double Dutch (Standard) 

BR are relaying some old sidings near Reading to assist projected Channel Tunnel 
construction traffic. To finish off the job, they need some ballast. Dive a double 
headed Civil Engineers train to Hinksey sidings, drop off a fresh batch of empties, 
and collect the newly loaded ones and bring them back. 

5.4 Haslemere Hassle (Standard) 

A Steam Rail Tour has failed at Haslemere station. Working out of Guildford, operate 
a 'Thunderbird' to go and rescue to train load of enthusiasts so their day can 
continue as planned. 

5.5 Leaves on the Line (Standard) 

Its that time of the year again when leaves cause all manner of disruption to 3rd rail 
services. This time however, British Rail have vowed to combat the delays to 
passengers by running locomotive hauled services as a replacement. 
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6 Class 33 Locomotive Numbering 
When placing a Class 33 in custom scenarios you may want to change the vehicle 
number, set number, head code or destination board.  All of these properties are 
controlled by editing the rail vehicle number which is accessed by double clicking the 
rail vehicle when editing a scenario within the scenario editor. 
 
Different liveried Class 33s have slightly different number set-ups and are described 
in the sections below. The colours used in the codes are purely for illustrative 
purposes. 
  
Key:  
S   Railfreight Sector Logos (available logos are listed below)  
D   Depot Plaque (available depots are listed below) 
FF    Front Head Code (available combinations are listed below) 
RR Rear Head Code (available combinations are listed below) 
33V  Class 33 Variant (330 = no pipes, 331 = multi-working pipes) 
NN Locomotive TOPS number (these are provided by TS2012) 

6.1 BR Green, Blue and 'Dutch' 

DFFRR33VNN 

6.2 General Grey 

DFFRR331NN 

6.3 EWS and Network SouthEast 

FFRR33VNN 

6.4 Trainload Freight 

SDFFRR330NN 

6.5 Available Codes 

 
Sector Logos 
a = Coal 
b = Construction 
c = Distribution 
d = General 
e = Metals 
f = Petroleum 

Depot Plaques 
s = Stewarts Lane 
h = Eastleigh 
g = Hither Green 

Front / Rear Headcodes 
* = white 
@ = red 
# = black 
0 > 9 
A > Z 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


